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Abstract. Many of today’s digital document formats are strongly based
on a digital emulation of printed media. While such a paper simulation
might be appropriate for the visualisation of certain digital content, it is
generally not the most effective solution for digitally managing and stor-
ing information. The oversimplistic modelling of digital documents as
monolithic blocks of linear content, with a lack of structural semantics,
does not pay attention to some of the superior features that digital media
offers in comparison to traditional paper documents. For example, exist-
ing digital document formats adopt the limitations of paper documents
by unnecessarily replicating content via copy and paste operations, in-
stead of digitally embedding and reusing parts of digital documents via
structural references. We introduce a conceptual model for structural
cross-media content composition and highlight how the proposed solu-
tion not only enables the reuse of content via structural relationships,
but also supports dynamic and context-dependent document adaptation,
structural content annotations as well as the integration of arbitrary non-
textual media types. We further discuss solutions for the fluid navigation
and cross-media content publishing based on the proposed structural
cross-media content model.

1 Introduction

In his 1945 seminal article ‘As We May Think’ [1], the visionary Vannevar Bush
introduced the concept of the Memex, a prototypical hypertext machine for
storing and accessing information on microfilm. As a knowledge worker, Bush was
not happy with the current way of accessing information based on hierarchical
classifications such as the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC). As described
in his article, the Memex was meant to enhance information management by
introducing a superimposed metadata structure to be considered as a natural
extension of human mind based on cross-references between different microfilms:

When data of any sort are placed in storage, they are filed alphabetically
or numerically, and information is found (when it is) by tracing it down
from subclass to subclass. [. . . ] The human mind does not work that way.
It operates by association.



While Bush’s vision is often accredited as being the origin of hypermedia sys-
tems, some of the early hypermedia pioneers, including Douglas Engelbart and
Ted Nelson, brought the idea of defining associations between pieces of informa-
tion into digital age. The Memex offered only limited structural representation
of information since it was based on printed documents (i.e. microfilm document
pages). The only available document structure was the concept of a page which
implied that links (associations) could only be defined at the page level. In his
Xanadu document model [2], Ted Nelson introduced the idea of so-called deep
documents, where snippets of information can be reused in higher-level docu-
ment structures via the concept of transclusion. The Xanadu document model
no longer requires textual information to be replicated since the same content
can be embedded in different documents via structural references (transclusions)
in combination with a versioning mechanism.

In the mid 70’s, researchers at Xerox PARC coined the term ‘What you see is
what you get’ (WYSIWYG) which would become a de facto standard for docu-
ment representations including the Portable Document Format (PDF), the Word
Document Format and most other existing document formats. Unfortunately, the
WYSIWYG representation did not take into consideration richer digital docu-
ment representations such as the one proposed in Engelbart’s oN-Line System
(NLS) [3] or Nelson’s Xanadu project. It further did not address the new possi-
bilities that digital document formats could offer in comparison to printed media
and the computer rather became degraded to a paper simulator as criticised by
Nelson [4]:

Most people don’t understand the logic of the concept: “What You See
Is What You Get” is based on printing the document out (“get” means
“get WHEN YOU PRINT IT OUT”). And that means a metaphysical
shift: a document can only consist of what can be printed! This re-froze
the computer document into a closed rectangular object which cannot
be penetrated by outside markings (curtailing what you could do with
paper). No marginal notes, no sticky notes, no crossouts, no insertions,
no overlays, no highlighting—PAPER UNDER GLASS.

Unfortunately, these limitations in terms of missing document structure in
combination with hierarchical file systems led to unsatisfactory information man-
agement solutions. Often users have to replicate content—for example if the same
picture is going to be used in multiple documents—due to monolithic and closed
document formats. Driven by recent developments on the Web where document
structures are made explicitly available, for example through the increasing use
of the Extensible Markup Language (XML), people start to realise that also
desktop applications could profit from richer hypermedia structures to overcome
some of the limitations of hierarchical file systems.

We strongly believe that existing desktop applications can provide enhanced
functionality based on a richer digital document representation that pays at-
tention to structural semantics as well as bidirectional inter-document relation-
ships. This functionality should not be provided in a proprietary and application-
specific manner on top of existing file systems, but rather form part of the core



functionality offered by an enhanced file system. In this paper, we introduce a
general and media-neutral structural cross-media document model based on a
core link metamodel which can be extended via resource plug-ins to support
existing as well as emerging document formats. We further show that the appli-
cation of such a cross-media document layer may lead to enhanced information
management functionality and ultimately result in a remediation of existing
“paper simulation” approaches.

We begin in Sect. 2 by providing an overview of existing digital document
representations that are used on local file systems as well as on the Web. We
discuss some advantages of existing document formats and highlight potential
future improvements for dealing with cross-media information management. In
Sect. 3 we introduce the main concepts of our conceptual model for structural
cross-media content composition and discuss some differences to existing doc-
ument formats. We then present an implementation of the model based on an
object database management solution and outline potential authoring and pub-
lishing components. Various application scenarios of the presented cross-media
document model, including a prototype of an associative file system, are high-
lighted in Sect. 5. Concluding remarks are given in Sect. 6.

2 Background

As denoted in the previous section, early hypermedia and document models
offered rich features for addressing parts of documents, defining bidirectional
relationships between documents as well as parts of documents and the structural
embedding of documents or parts of documents via transclusion. However, the
WYSIWYG concept offered by early desktop solutions sacrificed the rich digital
document models in favour of simpler implementations and visualisations of
documents and led to some of the document formats that are still in use today.

In most existing applications, a document is represented as a single file that
is stored somewhere in the file system. Furthermore, the content of a document
is normally stored in a proprietary format which makes it hardly impossible for
third-party applications to access any structural metadata that is completely
controlled by the monolithic application “owning” the document. These closed
document formats prevent third-party applications to offer supplemental services
related to parts of a document and make the external annotation of document
substructures impossible.

There are two types of structural metadata that have to be considered: the
within document structure describing different parts of a document (e.g. sec-
tions, images, etc.) and the external document structure which superimposes a
structure on multiple documents (e.g. to organise projects with multiple doc-
uments). The within document structure is normally fixed and only accessible
to the application that has been used to create the document, whereas an ex-
plicit external document structure is not offered by most existing file systems.
A problem of proprietary document formats is not only that it is difficult to
access the corresponding data from within third-party applications, but also



the document rendering functionality is generally not portable between different
document types. This results in major development efforts for the visualisation
of particular document formats and limits innovation since only large compa-
nies have the necessary resources to develop advanced document renderers. To
overcome this problem, Phelps and Wilensky [5] proposed an architecture that
separates the document format from its associated functionality represented by
reusable and composable behaviour objects.

The paper simulating document formats (e.g. PDF or Word Document For-
mat) support only a single WYSIWYG document structure. However, in a digital
environment that offers many different non-printable media types, this kind of
representation might not be appropriate for certain mixed-media information
compositions. A flexible solution should rather support some basic structuring
mechanism and allow for different structural views on top of existing pieces of
information. Note that such a basic structuring mechanism should be general
enough to support existing as well as emerging document formats as we show
when introducing our structural cross-media model in the next section. Of course,
the WYSIWYG representation might always be one of the potential structural
representations, but it should not be the only possible one.

As mentioned earlier, an external document structure to define the seman-
tics of a set of documents is not supported by most file systems. The general
way to organise documents of a project is to make use of hierarchical folder
structures. However, the hierarchical organisation of documents has a number
of limitations. In most file systems a file can only be in a single folder since also
folders are inspired by their physical counterparts. The affordances of objects
in the physical space have again been copied to digital space rather than mak-
ing use of the richer functionality that could be offered for digital documents
in terms of multiple classification. Without any physical constraints, there is no
reason why a file should not be put into multiple folders. Nevertheless, the lack
of this functionality leads to an unnecessary replication of information since the
same file is copied to different projects folders. Even worse, there is no relation
between multiple instances of the same file which makes it possible that different
inconsistent versions of the same document might exist. Last but not least, the
underlying file system as well as the different applications have no understanding
of the semantics that a user encodes in these folder structures and therefore can-
not profit from exploiting this structural semantics. Alternative non-hierarchical
access forms to traditional file systems are also investigated by new collabora-
tive tangible user interfaces [6]. When we introduce potential applications of our
structural cross-media content model in Sect. 5, we will list some applications
that offer enhanced information management functionality by making use of the
underlying non-hierarchical structural metadata.

In the early days, the Web had similar limitations in terms of not providing
access to document structures. The Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) is a
mix of content and visualisation that interweaves content with structural and
navigational elements. While earlier hypertext models envisioned a separation of
content and external link structures, the Web mixes these concepts. HTML only



offers embedded and unidirectional links, which means that only the owner of a
document can add links to it and links can not be traced back. HTML offers a
very restricted form of transclusion for embedded images [7]. An external image
can be embedded in an HTML document by referencing its URL via the src

attribute of an <img> tag. However, we can only embed the entire image and it is
not possible to address parts of an image. While this limited form of transclusion
is supported for images, the structural composition is not possible for textual
HTML content. More recently, it has been realised that the external linking
and annotation of webpages offers an immense flexibility in terms of dynamic
and adaptive content composition. The hypermedia structures that are used on
the Web, start to blur the notion of classical document boundaries since it is no
longer clear which hyperlinked resources should be counted as part of a particular
document.

The introduction of the Extensible Markup Language (XML) was an impor-
tant step to open the structure of documents. In combination with the XPointer
and XPath languages for addressing parts of an XML structure, the XML Link-
ing Language (XLink) [8] can be used to define external multi-directional links.
The use of XML as a general representation for cross-media documents might be
problematic since XML itself puts some constraints on the structural grouping
of elements by offering a hierarchical document model.

Based on the opening of web document formats, the Annotea project [9] in-
troduced a solution for external collaborative semantic annotations that is, for
example, used in the W3C’s Amaya1 web browser to edit third-party webpages.
More recently, the use of mashups, another form of transclusion where snippets
of content and services are composed to form new content and services, be-
comes more important on the Web. Another form of transclusion is provided by
CrystalBox2, an agile software documentation tool that embeds code as well as
other resources into HTML pages and other web documents by simply defining
references to the corresponding resources in an online software repository.

In the near future, we can see a trend to apply ideas from the Web in desk-
top applications, thereby reducing the gap between applications running on a
local machine and services or documents available on the Web. Some compa-
nies already started to open their proprietary document formats. For example,
the latest Microsoft Office suite uses the Office Open XML [10] standard to
represent text documents, presentations as well as other documents. This in-
teresting development makes the structural document components (e.g. a slide
of a PowerPoint presentation) accessible to third-party applications and tools
which can reuse parts of a document based on structural references (e.g. via
an XPointer expression to an Office Open XML document). While this solution
uses XML as a tool for providing access to the application-specific structural se-
mantics, we propose a set of structural concepts to be offered at the file system
level. This has the advantage, that any application will be able to make use of
the additional metadata.

1 http://www.w3.org/Amaya/
2 http://crystalbox.org



Existing hypermedia solutions have been challenged by more recent approaches
such as structural computing where structure is treated as a first-class citizen
and the focus is no longer on the data [11]. As we show in the next section, our
model treats data, navigational as well as structural metadata at the same level.
Note that also new hypermedia data structures such as Zzstructures, polyarchies
and mSpaces might be used for organising documents [12].

The idea of open document formats has been addressed by Rivera et al. when
discussing future directions of their OMS-FS object file system [13]. They recom-
mended to represent documents as containers of different media components that
are associated with the corresponding digital functionality (e.g. editor, viewer
etc.). This approach is somehow related to the visualisation that we later intro-
duce for our structural cross-media document model.

It is likely that in the future we will see a reconciliation of digital document
spaces with tangible objects such as interactive paper documents [14], RFID-
tagged objects and other physical resources. A general structural cross-media
document model should therefore be able to define structural compositions of
mixed digital and physical resources. In the next section, we introduce our gen-
eral conceptual model for structural cross-media content composition and ex-
plain how this core model can be used and extended to address some of the
issues mentioned above.

3 Structural Cross-Media Model

In this section we present our structural cross-media document model and ex-
plain how its minimal set of concepts can be extended via resource plug-ins to
support different types of documents. The presented structural model is an appli-
cation of our general resource-selector-link (RSL) model [15] that was originally
developed for the cross-media linking of digital and physical resources. However,
we will show that the structural composition of different resources can be seen
as a specialisation of the general link concept. The core components of the RSL
model with its structural link support are shown in Fig. 1.

Our structural cross-media composition model has been defined using the OM
data model [16] which integrates concepts from both entity relationship (ER) and
object-oriented data models. The OM model distinguishes between typing and
classification. The typing deals with the representation of entities by objects with
their attributes and methods. On the other hand, the semantic roles of individual
object instances are managed by classification via named collections which are
represented by the rectangular shapes in Fig. 1. Furthermore, the OM model
offers a first-class association construct which is represented by the oval shapes
with theirs corresponding cardinality constraints. Note that associations might
be ordered and that a ranking over an association is highlighted by putting the
name of the association between two vertical lines (e.g. ∣HasChild∣). It is out of
the scope of this paper to provide a full overview of the OM model but a detailed
description can be found in [16].
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Fig. 1. Structural cross-media composition model

The most general concept introduced by our RSL model is the notion of
an entity type. All entity instances are further grouped by the corresponding
Entities collection. Our conceptual cross-media link model further introduces
three concrete specialisations of the abstract entity concept as indicated by the
corresponding resource, selector and link subtypes.

The resource type represents any particular resource can be used as element
in a composition. A resource itself is an abstract concept and for each specific
media type, the corresponding resource plug-in has to be provided. A resource
plug-in stores additional metadata about the corresponding media type (e.g. a
URL attribute for the HTML resource plug-in).

Links between different entities can be defined via the link type. A link has
one or multiple source entities and one or multiple target entities as indicted
by the cardinality constraints defined for the HasSource and HasTarget asso-
ciations. As mentioned earlier, we treat Structural Links and Navigational

Links as two different roles that a link can have. A link has either to be a struc-
tural link or a navigational link as indicated by the partition constraint over
the subcollection relationship. By modelling links as well as structural links as
specialisations of the entity type, a structural link can have other structural
links as source or target entities resulting in a multi-level composition pattern.

To support the concept of transclusions in its most general form, it is not
enough that we can only define structural links over resources but we need a
mechanism to address parts of a resource. In the RSL model, we therefore provide
the abstract concept of a selector which always has to be related to a resource
via the RefersTo association. Also for each selector type, a media-specific plug-in



has to be provided which enables the selection of parts of the related resource.
A selector for XML documents could for example be an XPointer expression
as explained in the previous section whereas as selector for an image might be
defined by an arbitrary shape within the image.

Furthermore, arbitrary metadata in the form of key/value pairs can be added
to an entity via the HasProperties association. The context-dependent avail-
ability of an entity can be defined by associating a set of contextResolver

instances with an entity. Last but not least, each entity has associated informa-
tion about its creator as well as information about which users might access a
specific entity based on well-defined access rights. For the sake of simplicity, the
user management concepts are not shown in Fig. 1. However, the full model as
well as a more detailed description of the various concepts can be found in [15].
The user management component guarantees that users only see those entities
for which they have the corresponding access rights. In addition, by encrypting
information at entity level, privacy can be ensured when sharing documents or
parts of documents.

Structures are handled by the Structures collection and the HasElement

association to the corresponding structural links. It is necessary to have such
an explicit grouping of structure elements since parts of structures might be
reused by other structures. Furthermore, structural links are a specialisation
of general links since we have to introduce an order for the substructure rela-
tionship. For example, if we want to model the structure of a document with
different chapters and sections within a chapter, we have to know the order of
the chapter within the entire document as well as the order of the sections within
the chapters. The order over such substructure relationships is introduced via
the ordered ∣HasChild∣ subassociation of the HasTarget association. Therefore,
the Structures and ∣HasChild∣ components provide information about all of
the components that belong to a specific structure as well as their structural
relationships.

Note that since our model treats resources, selectors and links equally, struc-
tural compositions can be defined over a combination of these three entity types.
Since we have a clear separation between data and structure, it is possible to
reuse the same entity in different structural compositions and to support differ-
ent views or structures on top of existing pieces of information as recommended
by Nelson [4]. While our core model only provides some basic constructs to de-
fine navigational as well a structural links, it is up to the implementation of a
particular document type to specify application-specific compositions based on
these fundamental concepts. The advantage of this approach is that all document
types that make use of the RSL model also offer generic access to some basic
structural metadata information. This implies that we can develop general struc-
tural browsers and third-party applications can exploit the underlying structural
metadata to provide additional services as explained later in Sect. 5. With our
RSL model and its structural cross-media composition functionality, we were
aiming for the most general form of document representation that one could
imagine. While the model only offers a few basic concepts, it can be extended to



support arbitrary digital or physical document representations via the resource
and selector concepts. Furthermore, our model supports navigational as well as
structural linking based on these abstract media-neutral concepts.

Even if the presented solution for the structural grouping of entities is very
general, it can of course also be used to implement existing solutions such as
hierarchical folder structures. However, an important difference is that hierar-
chical ordering becomes an option and is no longer an imposition. Even if we
start by organising our content in a hierarchical way, we have the flexibility to
adopt the form of structural references at any later stage.

The concept of context resolvers as well as the access rights specified at en-
tity level enable some other interesting possibilities. The structure of a document
no longer has to be fixed but it can change based on some general contextual
factors or based on the role of the user who is currently accessing the structural
component. Similar to adaptive hypermedia, where the navigational link struc-
ture can be adapted based on a user’s browsing history or some other metadata,
we can adopt the structure of documents. This can, for example, be used to
model highly dynamic documents that change their structure and content based
on a multidimensional set of contextual parameters such as the user role or the
preferred language by making use of context-dependent transclusions.

The goal of our cross-media document and link model was not to just in-
troduce yet another hypermedia model but we wanted to find a small set of
concepts that are general enough to offer some basic structural and navigational
functionality for existing as well as emerging digital or physical document types.

4 Implementation

The RSL model has been implemented based on the OMS Java object database
management system [17]. The resulting iServer platform offers separate Java
classes for all the RSL concepts introduced in the previous section as well as
a main IServer API that provides a set of static methods to create, access,
update and delete information stored in an iServer database. The most important
methods of the IServer API are highlighted in Fig. 2

Of course, we cannot assume that any client application that wants to make
use of document metadata managed by the iServer platform has to be imple-
mented in Java. We therefore offer an XML representation of all the data man-
aged by iServer as well as a Web Service interface that provides the same func-
tionality as offered by the Java API. Note that we do not primarily represent
our data in XML but only use XML at the interface level to provide a language
neutral interface for accessing iServer information.

In addition to the iServer core functionality, a variety of media-specific re-
source plug-ins have been implemented over the last few years by providing
specific realisations of the corresponding resource and selector concepts. These
plug-ins range from support for digital resources such a HTML pages, movie
clips or Flash movies to physical resources including interactive paper or RFID
tagged physical objects.



+createLink(name: String) : Link

+createLink(name: String, source: Entity, target: Entity, creator: Individual) : Link

+deleteLink(link: Link)

+createIndividual(name: String, desc: String, login: String, password: String) : Individual

+deleteIndividual(individual: Individual)

+createGroup(name String, desc: String) : Group

+deleteGroup(group: Group)

+createMedium(name: String, desc: String, medium: OMMime, creator: Individual) : Medium

+deleteResource(resource: Resource)

+deleteContainer(container: Resource)

+createSelector(name: String) : Selector

+createSelector(name: String, layer: Layer, resource: Resource, creator: Individual) : Selector

+deleteSelector(selector: Selector)

+createLayer(name: String) : Layer

+createLayer(name: String, position: int) : Layer

+deleteLayer(layer: Layer)

+createPreference(key: String, value: String) : Parameter

+deletePreference(preference: Parameter)

IServer

Fig. 2. Core iServer API

The implementation of a new resource plug-in includes not only the realisa-
tion of the corresponding resource and selector components to persistently store
the appropriate metadata but also some visual plug-ins have to be provided. We
are currently implementing a general visual cross-media authoring and browser
tool that can be extended in a similar way as the data model via different visual
plug-ins. The visual plug-in interface defines some common functionality to be
offered by all the visual components. A media-specific visual plug-in for example
has to be able to visualise a given resource or selector. Furthermore, it has to
offer the functionality to create new selectors for a given resource. Based on these
media-specific visualisation components, a general browser for the fluid naviga-
tion of structural cross-media documents can be developed. Note that such a
general structural browser can be implemented independently of specific media
types since it only has to visualise the compositional aspects between different
entities whereas the visual resource plug-ins will provide the necessary rendering
functionality at the resource level. Further details about our future development
plans in terms of a general visual cross-media authoring and browser tool can
be found in [18].

We are also investigating how the functionality of the presented RSL model
can be offered at the level of a file system. There seem to be two ways how appli-
cations with their proprietary document formats can profit from such a general
structural cross-media document model. They either have to be reimplemented
to make use of the new API offered by an enhanced file system or plug-ins and
add-ons have to be written for existing applications to enable the new structural
metadata functionality. However, it could make sense to execute all applications
on top of such an associative file system and at the same time offer a kind of a
convenience layer that provides the old hierarchical file system view based on the
new underlying structural functionality. This would enable a gradual migration



of old applications as soon as developers think that their applications could profit
from the newly offered associative file system functionality.

5 Applications

In this section, we would like to evaluate the presented structural cross-media
model by outlining different application scenarios and highlighting how one can
profit from the existence of structural metadata. The presented structural RSL
functionality is currently investigated by implementing a prototype of an RSL-
based associative file system (RBAF). In addition to a file system API, the
RBAF prototype offers a visual document explorer that provides access to the
underlying RSL concepts to offer various metadata about a selected document.
A screenshot of the initial RBAF Explorer implementation is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. RBAF Explorer

For the realisation of the RBAF file system, new file and folder resource
subtypes have been introduced as shown in Fig. 4. Files can further be specialised
into different types of file formats (e.g. pictures or PowerPoint presentations).
Furthremore, structural links can be used to associate single files with one or
more folders.

A fist application is the structural grouping of multiple documents in a
project. The different documents of a project do no longer have to be copied
to specific folders to ensure that they form part of the corresponding hierarchi-
cal folder structure. Often people arrange their files by media types (e.g. a folder
with topical picture subfolders). However, if a picture has to be used within
a specific project, it is often copied from its original picture folder to a sub-
folder within the corresponding project hierarchy. In our RBAF prototype this
is no longer necessary, since we can just add a structural link originating from the
structure defining the project to the corresponding picture. By reducing the need
to copy documents just for organisational purposes, we can lower the amount
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Fig. 4. RBAF model extensions

of redundant and potentially inconsistent data. Of course, the same picture can
be used in multiple projects at the same time and we have still only a single
copy in the original picture folder as recommended by Nelson when introducing
the concept of transclusions. Even better, since all the associations in our model
are bidirectional, for any picture or other document we can check whether the
document is used in a project via a structural reference.

Our picture can not only be grouped with other documents, but it can also be
reused as part of a document structure. In our new document representation, a
PowerPoint presentation has structural links to the different slides forming part
of the presentation. Each slide can further have structural links to some of its
content. Our picture might therefore be used within a specific PowerPoint slide.
However, we can not only use the entire image but also define a structural link to
a selector addressing parts of the picture. Of course, content can also be reused
on the level of single PowerPoint slides. Instead of copying specific slides from
one presentation to another presentation—something that happens quite often
when people want to reuse a few slides—the same slide can be reused and embed-
ded into multiple presentations via structural links. As we have explained when
introducing the context resolver concept, the structural links can also slightly
vary based on contextual information and we can have slightly different versions
of the same presentation without having to replicate the commonly shared slides.
The same concept of variation may exist based on the current user role. While it
might not be evident why we need this for PowerPoint presentations, it becomes
more obvious when we talk about teaching documents in educational settings.
Different structural links and thereby document versions of a word document
can be provided based on user roles. For example, a student might get a word
document with some questions whereas the version of the teacher contains an
additional structural link to the corresponding solutions. The adaptation could
even be based on individual students and their learning progress which is similar
to the provision of dynamic navigational link information in adaptive hyperme-
dia.

Note that not only applications that understand the structural within doc-
ument information could profit from the additional semantics offered by the



RSL approach. Let us revisit the grouping of documents within a project. What
happens if we would like to send the content of a project to a colleague? Since
the corresponding project documents are no longer grouped in a single project
folder, this might look like a challenge. Nevertheless, if our email client is RSL-
aware, we can just select the main project file and the email client will recognise
that there are structural project dependencies which means that also any struc-
turally referenced files have to be sent to our colleague. The email client will call
an RSL-aware compression tool that will automatically create a zip file contain-
ing all relevant project resources and send the resulting zip file to our colleague.

Of course the structural linking can not only be used to group different
documents but it can also be applied to keep track of different versions of the
same document when a document is edited. Furthermore, any structural link can
be annotated with additional metadata either in terms of another link that has
the structural link as a source and some other resource as target or by adding
arbitrary key/value properties to the structural link.

The flexible composition of arbitrary digital or physical resources implies that
some information might no be available under certain circumstances. Since we
no longer follow the WYSIWYG principle, we can also no longer guarantee that
all information forming part of a structural cross-media document can also be
printed or visualised on another output channel. For example, if our cross-media
document structure contains sound files or movie clips, then these resources
cannot easily be printed on paper. On the other hand, visual components might
be difficult to output via a voice output channel.

Already these small examples show plenty of possibilities how our daily work
and organisation of documents could be enhanced and simplified if applications
would get access to some additional structural document metadata. Of course,
there are still various open issues such as whether documents have to be globally
identifiable and what would be the best way to offer a general entity versioning
mechanism.

6 Conclusions

We have presented our conceptual model for structural cross-media content com-
position and reuse and highlighted the importance of extensible document mod-
els. After reviewing some early hypermedia models and introducing the concept
of transclusions, we have highlighted how existing file systems could profit from
more flexible ways of organising documents and reusing parts of documents via
structural references. After describing our conceptual model for extensible struc-
tural cross-media documents, we have outlined some application scenarios that
can profit from having access to detailed structural document metadata. We
hope that our structural cross-media model might provide a foundation for fur-
ther discussions about innovative forms of document interfaces and interactions
that are no longer simply simulating paper.
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